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• Moving into phase 1 of the roadmap on the 18th, as scheduled, provided 
a welcome psychological boost. 

• And while it’s great to get to Woodies and raid their paint supplies, and 
even better to legitimately meet up with friends, we realise they are very 
small steps on the route to anything resembling ‘normal’ lives

• The more we look at the roadmap, we see how cautious and slow 
moving it is, particularly in comparison to our European counterparts.  
Like everything else in these uncertain times, it’s hard to know if it’s the 
right call.  

• On the one hand, the need to make steady progress is strong.  Having to 
‘go back’ a stage would be a major psychological blow and one we’re 
not sure we’d cope with well.  So perhaps the tortoise approach is better 
than the hare in this instance.

• On the other, the more we extend a degree of lockdown, the longer we 
leave the problems that have been mounting up since lockdown began.  
The economy, our children’s education, our mental health, care of the 
vulnerable (beyond Covid 19).  There’s growing fear that our slow re-
emergence will leave us on the back foot compared to other countries.  

• Which makes the need to ‘meet our milestones’ even more crucial.  The 
pressure is palpable.

Travelling slowly

• Reactions to the roadmap depend heavily on when we will personally see 
improvements in our situation.

• Those eager to get back, with work to return to on the 18th / 8th June, are 
relatively upbeat.  While managing that return will be challenging, the feeling of 
getting back to some semblance of normality, getting business up and running 
on more regular terms, making some progress is a positive one.  

• However, for others, meaningful improvements are still a long way off.  
Those in the hardest hit sectors who will struggle to get going with social 
distancing, even when they’re allowed.    College students who aren’t sure yet 
what their autumn trimester is going to look like.  This year’s graduates who are 
facing the worst job market in the history of job markets.  

• Parents of schoolchildren, particularly those working long hours on top of 
childcare, are feeling particularly thrown under the bus at the minute.  With no 
shift in circumstances ahead for the next 3 months, and little clarity on how 
school returns in September will work, anger and frustration is growing.

• For these groups, the glacial pace at which we go through the stages will be very 
difficult to manage.  We already fear what impact this will have on motivation, 
mental health and our ability to keep the show on the road.

• We realise now that this is a marathon, not a sprint.   We may have paced 
ourselves a bit better if we’d know that from the start.  

• The ‘collective’ nature of the Covid crisis experience is diverging.  We’ve already 
commented on divisions opening up between various groups, but the nature of 
the roadmap means that these will become more pronounced as some see 
significant improvements before others.  While this is inevitable to some degree, 
a lot of thought needs to go into how this can be minimised and how we can 
foster a spirit of unity in these circumstances.

Diverging paths 
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• The announcement of the daily ‘numbers’ continues to be the low point of 
the day. 

• But our processing of them has shifted somewhat.  At first, we were 
overwhelmed by the mounting human cost, but somewhere along the line 
we started to see it more in terms of ‘data’.

• And we feel bad about this shift.  Have we become desensitised to this 
tragedy?  What does that say about us? 

• In reality, it’s a self-preservation technique.  We simply can’t handle loss at 
this level.

• But the obsession with ‘data’ is interesting.  We have a need to ‘monitor’ the 
situation, to track our progress, to judge our performance. Feeling that 
we’re ‘flattening the curve’ is important and seeing the graphics that show this 
is heartening.  It’s also crucial to our progression through the roadmap.

• We also see this desire to evaluate ‘performance’ in the somewhat bizarre 
way in which Covid-19 stats are being compared across countries.  Number of 
tests, numbers of infections, numbers of deaths, deaths per million of the 
population.  But how helpful are these ‘league tables’ of nations when our 
comparisons are far from like-with-like?  What are we getting from them? 

• The human desire to compare, evaluate, discern ‘winners and losers’ 
comes to the fore, most notably with Trump’s grating comments on testing, as 
if this crisis is a game of top trumps.

• There’s a need to tell the story of this unfolding crisis in a way that we can 
handle emotionally, but that’s about more than just ‘the numbers’.

Coronavirus league tables

• As we (slowly) move out of lockdown into our new reality, we’re realising that 
the sense of touch will be largely absent from our worlds. 

• We can see our friends and family, but not make physical contact with them.  
We’ve gone without it (beyond those we live with) for this long, but now we 
realise that social distancing is here to stay until we get a significant 
medical breakthrough. 

• The human need for affection, connection, physical interaction, intimacy is 
deeply felt.  Have we ever had a protracted period of human history without 
touch before?  It goes against all our human instincts.

• Those of us following Normal People on TV are picking up on the irony of 
watching this portrayal of physical intimacy at this moment in history.    The 
teenage awkwardness of the two leads is particularly affecting.  Will this be us, 
when we are eventually allowed to reconnect physically with each other and 
the world? 

• We’re also wondering about the impact when non-essential retail opens up.  
For bricks and mortar stores, the physical, tactile experience is a big part of 
the appeal.  We want to interact with the product, touch it, browse.  But we 
imagine this will be strongly discouraged in our new reality.

• Will we be patrolled and monitored round the store the way we are in the 
supermarkets now?  Will we ever try on clothes in the changing rooms again?  
Will we have to ‘book our slot’ to get into Penneys?  Is aimless browsing gone 
forever?  

• The high street has been hanging with a thread for some time.  Without the 
physical, tactile experience we wonder what it has to offer?  But some of us will 
really miss it when it goes.

Touch me not 
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• In our previous lives we worried about our frivolous spending.  How much money we frittered away on 
inessentials, what value were we really getting?  

• Some of us used spreadsheets and budgeting tools to monitor where our money went, vacilitating on whether 
‘lunch out’ was really worth €80 a month, did we need that gym membership?

• Turns out there’s nothing like shutting down the non-essential economy for 2 months to rein our spending in.

• And we adjusted.  We made our own coffee, we found great HIIT sessions on YouTube, we did our own nails, we 
got out the exercise bike.   Some of us cut our own (or our partner’s hair).  With mixed results!

• The interesting question is what happens now?  The desire to get back to ‘normal’ is always strong.   However, this 
situation is unprecedented, and it feels like the consequences may be longer lasting.

• We’ve had enough time to properly break habits and get into new ones.  Our ‘cost/benefit’ analysis for these 
activities is now informed by proper knowledge of what we can do ourselves, at home, for free.  Our economic 
situations may not allow us to resume spending, even if we wanted to.

• It will be interesting to see what happens.  However, we can already see how the habits that get picked 
impulsively (the cheeky takeaway coffee that you swore you wouldn’t pick up on the way to work) have a better 
chance of getting re-established than the ones that take more planning.

Reining it in
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• ‘Slow and steady’ is the mantra of our current time.  Consumers will need help 
and support with patience, pacing themselves and keeping the faith.  Supporting 
these needs will be a step change for many brands, who are used to 
communicating novelty, change and excitement.  But for those who can, reinforcing 
this message is a valuable act.

• There are many opportunities to support those who feel like their lives are ‘on 
hold’ for the minute.  Particularly young people, full of energy and talent, with 
limited channels available to them.  Those with time on their hands interested in 
acquiring new skills, professional and personal.   This is an interesting area for brands 
to move into, even if they don’t have a history of doing so.  What expertise has 
your brand got that people might be interesting in learning/acquiring?  

• Given that ‘touch’ as a sense will be limited for some time to come, it may be a 
challenge for brands who rely on this (for example in clothing/homewares) to find 
ways of compensating.  Great visuals will become more important, particularly as 
online grows and grows.  

• As we come out of lockdown, we are craving the physical experiences that have 
been denied to us so long.  With touch out of bounds, it will be interesting to see if 
our other senses can be made to deliver further?  For example, as cafes lure 
people back in, they might focus on visuals, sounds and scents to engage people 
hungry for sensory interaction after such an overload of digital experience.

• For brands that deliver experiences that have been out of bounds for the last two 
months, the challenge of re-engaging customers is very significant.  It’s never 
been more important to identify and communicate what your service provides that 
cannot be replicated. Brands that find disruptive and engaging way of 
communicating this will reap the benefits.

Implications for brands
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● B&A is Ireland’s largest and most experienced 
independently owned research company. 

● We pride ourselves on having the most 
experienced director team in Ireland. 

● Established over 30 years ago, Behaviour and 
Attitudes provides a full range of market 
research services, ranging from CAPI, CATI, 
online and of course qualitative.

● Specialist sectors include: Retail & Shopper, 
Technology & Telecoms, Media, Financial, 
Political & Social, Automotive, Healthcare and 
Public Sector & Utilities.

For more information please visit our website at: 
www.banda.ie  or contact us on +353 1 2057500

About B&A

Marketing Society Research Excellence Awards
25 time award winners, including 5 Grand Prix 

in 11 years.



B&A research services during Covid-19
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B&A Online Omnibus Survey
A twice monthly omnibus survey amongst a representative sample 
of 1,000 adults aged 16 years plus. Surveys costed on a per 
Question Unit basis.

B&A online Acumen Panel service 
Access to the full breadth of ad hoc quantitative research 
applications, via our online panel of 30,000 + consumers. From 
fully representative nationwide surveys, to smaller surveys 
amongst niche markets and audiences.

B&A Online Client/Customer Surveys
Gauge accurate and timely feedback from your own 
customer base by way of carefully designed CEX, 
Communications, Client needs etc surveys. All conducted to 
the highest levels of GDPR compliance.

B&A CATI Unit
B&A continues to provide a full suite of Consumer and 
Business to Business Telephone research applications 
through our panel of CATI-At-Home interviewers 
across the country.

Virtual Focus groups 
Focus groups conducted via an online platform that respondents log on 
to. Fully audio and visually enabled allowing us to moderate via camera, 
interact with respondents in real time, show all manner of stimulus and 
interactive tools and observe their responses at first hand.

Online digital ethnography 
Respondents use mobile devices to answer our questions and show us their 
world. We have our own digital ethnography app for this purpose, allowing 
respondents to capture answers to our questions in the form of video, photos 
and text responses. Our moderators are on hand to follow up 24/7, probing for 
more info, clarifying points and setting new challenges.

Online Forums 
Collaborative virtual discussion space where we interact with 
participants over a 3-5 day period. Respondents can be shown 
stimulus, asked to comment on various topics and material and 
probed on their answers. Respondents can comment on each 
other’s answers and react, build, question.

Virtual depth interviews 
In depth interviews with research participants, conducted in the 
comfort of own homes. We use a variety of platforms such as 
Skype, Zoom, Teams to talk to participants easily, watch their non 
verbal response, show stimulus and interact on a personal level.

For further information contact any of our senior research team:
luke@banda.ie, ian@banda.ie, larry@banda.ie, elaine@banda.ie, neil@banda.ie, john@banda.ie, maggie@banda.ie, anita@banda.ie, cathy@banda.ie, 
david@banda.ie, niall.brennan@banda.ie, rachael@banda.ie, kate@banda.ie
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